
Companial’s Upgrade Analyzer 
for Microsoft Dynamics 
Partners

Are you struggling to calculate the cost of upgrading your customers to 
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central? You can easily size your customer 
upgrades for FREE with Upgrade Analyzer and get a fixed price proposal. 

Upload your solution .FOB file and provide the necessary information on the Companial 
Business portal. Within 5 business days, review 5 out-of-the-box upgrade options, 
configure the upgrade components and check the impact on the overall project price. 

Upgrade Analyzer benefits for Microsoft Dynamics Partners

Analyze your solution on the Upgrade Analyzer in 3 simple steps 
Available 24/7 on Companial Business Portal 

Review 5 out-of-the-box upgrade options and choose the best upgrade path 
for your solution

“Upgrade Analyzer is a great tool. I can have alternative upgrade methods right 
in front of me in no time and thus be prepared for constructive discussions with 
my customers”. - John Greene, VP of Operations, Business Management 
International.

Save time on analyzing 
technical upgrade 
options for your 
customers.

Minimize the risk 
while budgeting 
upgrade costs for 
your customers with 
a fixed price. 

Create a detailed 
plan to execute a 
successful 
upgrade.

Compare 
easy-to-understand 
technical upgrade 
options and the 
investment needed.

Provide key 
information to request 
you upgrade analysis

Expect an invitation to 
analyze within 5 business 

days  

Agree in the upgrade details 
and get an order

In Upgrade Analyzer, choose 
an upgrade option to 
configure the upgrade 

components  

Execute a successful 
upgrade project

https://partner.companial.com
https://partner.companial.com


Request a FREE upgrade assessment on the Upgrade Analyzer now!
Show your customer the best path forward before someone else does.

What to upgrade and when is it relevant?

Upgrade Options

Upgrade to Business 
Central On-Premises

Upgrade to Business 
Central Online

Transition data only. Relevant for solutions 
that are not customized or outdated, whereby a 
large percentage of customizations are not used 
or have been replaced by standard functionality.

CLEAN START 
(to BC Online)

UPGRADE 
(to BC Online)

LIFT & SHIFT UPGRADE 
(to BC On-Prem + BC Online)

UPGRADE 
(to BC On-Prem)

CLEAN START 
(to BC On-Prem)

Transition data and customizations into the 
latest version in one step. Relevant for small 
and medium-sized solutions that want to keep 
customizations.

Transition all data and customizations 
forward as Extensions in two phases. 
Relevant for large and complex solutions that 
experience technological constraints when 
transitioning to SaaS.

Companial is a Microsoft Dynamics 365 software factory that has delivered over 1180 free upgrade 
analysis to date and executed over 600 successful Microsoft Dynamics NAV/Business Central upgrades. 
Companial delivers technical upgrade services exclusively to Microsoft Dynamics Partners only, who then 
proceed to implement it with their end-customers. If you are a Microsoft NAV/Dynamics 365 Business 
Central end-customer looking to get an initial upgrade proposal, please contact us by email at 
service@1companial.com and we will contact you and/or your Microsoft Partner with more information.

https://partner.companial.com



